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2017 State Transportation Plan
 Approved by Iowa DOT Commission on May 9, 2017
 Full plan available at
www.iowadot.gov/iowainmotion/index.html
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Chapter 1
 Looking ahead to
2045
 What the Plan is,
what it includes, how
it was developed,
and how it is used
 How the Plan fits
into the overall
planning and
programming
process
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Chapter 2
 Understanding Iowa
 How Iowa will be different in 2045, and how the
transportation system will be affected
 Trends in four areas








Demographic: Population is growing slowly, urbanizing, aging,
and becoming more diverse
Economic: Employment is growing slowly, jobs are shifting
towards services, and median household income and GDP are
increasing
Passenger: Travel, vehicles per household, driving to work
along, and travel time to work have all be increasing.
Freight: Freight movements will continue to increase,
particularly for truck and rail.
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Chapter 3
 Planning considerations
 Various key issues to consider as we plan the future
transportation system
-Economic vitality
-Energy
-Environmental justice
-Environmental mitigation
-Land use and livability

-Maintenance and preservation
-Management and operations
-Safety
-Security
-Technology

 New sections from previous plan – management and

operations; technology

 Incorporated concepts such as autonomous and connected

vehicles, smart corridors, and pause points in project
development to reconsider technology impacts
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Chapter 4
 System overview
 Mode-by-mode summary
of Iowa’s current
transportation system,
including the following
for each mode







Highlights
Impact on Iowa’s economy
Planning efforts
Inventory
Current trends
Key issues
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Chapter 5

 Choosing our path
 Vision for the transportation system, associated
Investment Areas, and Action Plan with supporting
Strategies and Improvement Needs for each mode
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Chapter 5

 Action Plan
 Improvement needs by mode







Non-highway modes based largely on
existing modal plans
Highway based on seven-layer analysis
Would encourage MPOs/RPAs to review
primary system needs identified in their
areas
DOT can provide data, suggestions for
analysis if MPOs or RPAs would like to
undertake similar analysis for nonprimary system
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Chapter 5

 Action Plan – improvement needs matrix
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Chapter 5

 Action Plan – 80 strategies

across 12 areas













Asset management
Aviation
Bicycle/pedestrian
Bridge
Energy
Freight
Highway
Public transit
Rail
Safety
Technology
Transportation system
management and operation
(TSMO)
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Chapter 6
 Paying our way
 Cost to maintain/improve the system, anticipated future
revenues, and potential shortfall and implications
 Where possible, needs presented at statewide level, with
the Iowa DOT’s “share”, revenue, and shortfall provided
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Chapter 7
 Making it happen
 Financing, programming, and performance monitoring
 Overview of the enhanced programming process Iowa
DOT is transitioning to, that will improve transparency,
align available tools and plans, and better incorporate
appropriate stakeholders







1. Problem statement development
2. Scoping
3. Project advancement
4. Project prioritization
5. Program synthesis
6. Final programming
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Next steps and implementation
 Incorporating the Plan into the programming process
referenced on the previous page
 Working to involve a check against improvement needs
identified in the Plan when a project is being scoped
 Discussing how super-2 elements (as discussed in the
mobility and safety analysis) can be considered for
targeted corridors in the project design process
 Strategies are at various levels of integration – some
already being done, some being planned
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